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A workhorse with thoroughbred DNA

ACUSON X700™ Ultrasound System
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Sometimes, the most valuable ultrasound feature is the one you can’t see. We've engineered the ACUSON X700™ ultrasound system to deliver the most critical innovation of all: confidence, in both your diagnoses and your investment. This easy-to-operate core system elevates the most critical intervention of all—confidence. In today’s fast-paced, fast-changing ultrasound environment, the most valuable ultrasound feature is the one you can’t see. ACUSON X700™ ultrasound system is built to run like a champion in any ultrasound environment. Our advanced imaging engine and enhanced transducer compatibility ensure rapid, uniform visualization, delivering consistent performance to boost efficiency and improve patient care.

Confidence can be engineered. Discover a new standard of “standard” with the ACUSON X700 ultrasound system.

Innovation Migration
Freedom to Grow
Engineered Efficiency

A core ultrasound solution bred with premium imaging technology.
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Answers for life.
Confidence can be engineered.

Discover a new standard of “standard” with the ACUSON X700 ultrasound system.

Sometimes, the most valuable ultrasound feature is the one you can’t see. We've engineered the ACUSON X700™ ultrasound system to deliver the most critical innovation of all: confidence, in both your diagnoses and your investment. This easy-to-operate core system leverages sophisticated imaging technologies to boost efficiency and provide rapid, uniform visualization. With an advanced imaging engine and enhanced transducer compatibility, the ACUSON X700 system is built to run like a champion in any ultrasound environment.
ACUSON X700 Ultrasound System
Diagnostic confidence. Investment confidence.

Innovation Migration
The ACUSON X700™ ultrasound system is built to be a workhorse, but it has thoroughbred DNA. This purpose-driven platform leverages innovations migrated from our premium ACUSON S Family of ultrasound systems to help deliver clinical confidence through access to some of the most advanced technologies available.

Engineered Efficiency
Streamline your daily imaging practices with an ultrasound system that delivers advanced, knowledge-based applications, QuikStart rapid boot, and compatibility across ACUSON X Family™ and ACUSON S Family transducers.

Freedom to Grow
Bet on an ultrasound system with the flexibility to meet today's clinical demands and the adaptability to continue to meet your challenges as they evolve. The ACUSON X700 system protects your investment with clinical versatility as well as the freedom to easily incorporate upgrades as you need them.
Sometimes, the most valuable ultrasound feature is the one you can’t see. We’ve engineered the ACUSON X700™ ultrasound system to deliver the most critical innovation of all: confidence, in both your diagnoses and your investment. This easy-to-operate core system allows for multitasking and offers a platform to add optional components to boost efficiency and diagnostic performance. With the ACUSON X700, ultrasound is no longer just another imaging tool but a core ultrasound system that is truly mobile. The most valuable ultrasound feature is the one you can’t see.
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